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Introduction
We received region 2_3 of the ChimpChunk sequence, and the first step we
performed was to run RepeatMasker with the –nolow option enabled in order to mask out
all repetitive elements except for low complexity repeats. After running RepeatMasker,
we used GENSCAN, a gene prediction program, and BLAST searches to identify each
feature and determine their functions. The GENSCAN output table and map are shown
below.

Figure 1: GENSCAN
output table

Figure 2: GENSCAN
output map
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GENSCAN Results
After running GENSCAN on our ChimpChunk DNA sequence, the program
predicted six features. The first feature codes for 539 amino acids contained in 8 exons.
The second feature codes for 335 amino acids in 5 exons. The third predicted feature is a
two exon region coding for 145 amino acids. The fourth feature is a four exon region
coding for 150 amino acids. The fifth feature codes for 350 amino acids in one exon.
Finally, the sixth predicted feature is a five exon region coding 233 amino acids. The
corresponding predicted peptide sequences are shown below in order from 1 to 6.
1)>Pan|GENSCAN_predicted_peptide_1|539_aa
MLRRSRAWALTGGAGWPGPSVVGGCLLLLPSHLSGSEIGAWLRVSMEEAPSLKPFLASPS
APLVPPPPVCSQDLLALWHWGLEDTFSGQALKMAFEIEDRVVTCGWPPRGMSPPKFHCPV
PATRRPCVHSTLSTHSHRFLKSHCPELVAASSQSLGVGSVIPSYRRGRCGHADGEPAAHG
SSVGEEKGAPGPLGPPAQPPAANACSTWGFSGELTVSWRGWQTPKVPQAFPEHLTKTVHL
CTHGAGLTSVTLESGKRVSYHTFLSLWIHMTWNLPWATQMLFILLKMREPPLFWTLAILG
TAPWTTSGKHAPNLSVSEDRWPLGMPCGENQGRGPHSEVLELGRCMLCGWQLVPLETEAC
WAEPSCLVVSLLLALLIPVPHSLPTLSSGRGTGKCADAHERWGKPMTVPGRVQRPVRGWL
PRQAPRGARRFVCVEGALVVMCPTGGGTGPYCPIPSGSGRRHFPLKETNNRKGRLPKRLR
PHTWCCYSLEYSSYSLRCTEDTWTEDQVRLSYRVSVSPNVTNTHPFLSSPTPIPFWVLT
2)>Pan|GENSCAN_predicted_peptide_2|335_aa
MITKIKISVNILAAHCTQQKRIRKLKDKLEEITSVLHRERHSGGNCSSKEEKGVEDNKCS
VDEGVSEGLPTLQSTSSTNAPPDDDDRLENVQYPYQLYIAPSTSSTERPSPNGPDRPFQC
PTCGVRFTRIQNLKQHMLIHSGIKPFQCDRCGKKFTRAYSLKMHRLKHEGKRCFRCQICS
ATFTSFGEYKHHMRVSRHIIRKPRIYECKTCGAMFTNSGNLIVHLRSLNHEASELANYFQ
SSDFLVPDYLNQEQEETLVQYDLGEHGFESNSSVQMPVISQVSSTQNCESTFPLGSLGGL
AEKEEEVPEQPKSSACAEATRDDPPKSELSSITIE
3)>Pan|GENSCAN_predicted_peptide_3|145_aa
MGVRHPLEEAVCPLAEVKHCAGRTLLVSIRCSLQNPQAGTFKSTEAAPTAAPSPRDALPN
EEESKEAVWPQPLCHTVLSSAQLELPGLFSAVRGKPTTQASVMADAPPPTKLDRPRSTSD
CCAGSENFKPVVLSLLGSVGVGPAE
4)>Pan|GENSCAN_predicted_peptide_4|150_aa
MSELLFTIASKKRKYLGIQLTRDMKDLFKENYKPLLNEIKDDTNKWKNIPCSWIGRMNIV
KMAILPKGERDLKPVAKQRDREGHVKTNAYTKVQYHILELQAKEHQGLWAAATGWKRQGR
ILPYNLQREKDPSKGANTCRSDFWPLTMRE
5)>Pan|GENSCAN_predicted_peptide_5|350_aa
MGVKTFTHSSSSHSQEMLGKLNMLRNDGHFCDITIRVQDKIFRAHKVVLAACSDFFRTKL
VGQAEDENKNVLDLHHVTVTGFIPLLEYAYTATLSINTENIIDVLAAASYMQMFSVASTC
SEFMKSSILWNTPNSQPEKGLDAGQENNSNCNFTSRDGSISPVSSECSVVERTIPVCRES
RRKRKSYIVMSPESPVKCGTQTSSPQVLNSSASYSENRNQPVDSSLAFPWTFPFGIDRRI
QPEKVKQAENTRTLELPGPSETGRRMADYVTCESTKTTLPLGTEEDVRVKVERLSDEEVH
EEVSQPVSASQSSLSDQQTVPGSEQVQEDLLISPQSSSIGIMPSVFFLVL
6)>Pan|GENSCAN_predicted_peptide_6|233_aa
MQSLTVAPSILRHLGFWLKGFTSAGGNQELAMQIFGVLKELMTQHVHTYGLIMGGSNRSA
EAQKLANGINITVATPGRLLYHMQNIPGFMYKNLQCLVIDEADRILDVGVDDDKANTTVD
GLEQGYVVCPSEKRFLLLFTFLKKNRKKLVVFFSSCMSVKYHYELLNYIDLPVLAIHGKQ
KQNKRTTTFFQFCNTDLGTHCVWMWWQEDWTFLKSTGLFTMTIRMTLRNIFIV

Feature 1
GENSCAN predicted an 8 exon gene for feature 1 with a total length of 539
amino acids. We performed an nr NCBI protein BLASTp search for this feature and the
results showed no quality hits. The lowest E value obtained was 2.0, which was a relation
with the reduced optic lobes CG33950-PF. Referring to the BLAST alignments in detail,
this gene is actually located in the Drosophila Melanogaster genome. The sequence is
~36% homologous with the Drosophila Melanogaster reduced optic lobes CG33950-PF
gene.
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Figure 3: BLASTp hits for feature 1
Following the BLASTP search, a BLAT search was performed with the original
GENSCAN prediction in order to compare the predicted gene to the known human genes.

Figure 4: BLAT results for feature 1
To our surprise, we did find a 96.7% homologous region on the human genome
that contained the predicted sequence, which is found on chromosome 11. When we
looked more closely in the browser view, we discovered that the sequence was only
partially aligned with the GENSCAN gene predictions. There was no evidence of a gene
from RefSeq, Human mRNAs, and other databases. Because there is no other evidence
than just the GENSCAN prediction and because there were no quality hits from the
BLASTp search, it can be concluded that this GENSCAN prediction is a
misprediction/false-positive. This means that the predicted sequence is a possible gene in
the human/chimp genome, but no one has ever annotated it.
After performing this experiment, we found that we at the beginning of the
project, we ran GENSCAN with the wrong library. We actually ran it against the
Drosophila library, and that is why this feature shows up in our chimp chunk.
Features 2 and 5
GENSCAN predicted a 5-exon gene for feature 2 with a length of 335 amino
acids. Using the predicted GENSCAN protein amino acid sequence, we performed an nr
NCBI protein BLAST search, which resulted in the detection of a putative conserved
domain, COG5040.

Figure 5. Cog5040 is a FOG: Zn-finger
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Figure 6. BLASTP results for feature 2
When the predicted protein was put into the NCBI BLASTp search, the results
indicated that this feature is related to the Zinc finger and BTB domain-containing
protein 44. Next we ran a BLAT search comparing the human genome to both the
predicted feature sequence as well as the ZBT44 sequence, and the best match was found
on human chromosome 11 for both sequences.

Figure 7. BLAT search results.
The GENSCAN predicted a protein that had 100 percent homology on
chromosome 11 and the ZBT44 protein showed a 99.9% homology on chromosome 11.

Figure 8. Browser view of the 335_aa GENSCAN predicted feature 2.
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Figure 9. Browser view of the ZBT44 gene from NCBI BLASTP results.
From the browser view, feature 2 matched very well with known genes and all
other databases. However, when compared to the ZBT44 gene match, feature 2 predicted
from GENSCAN was missing an exon on position 129640000. The GENSCAN
prediction can still be a real gene because the chimp chunks have been truncated, so the
truncated chunk may have cut the last exon off. To increase our confidence that the
predicted GENSCAN prediction is indeed a real gene, we used the ZBT44 sequence and
ran a BLAST 2-comparison alignment with the masked fasta chunk. Using the
TBLASTN program, it was discovered that all query sequence existed in my chimp
chunk. Therefore, the predicted GENSCAN predicted gene is likely to be the Zinc finger
and BTB domain-containing protein 44 (ZBT44) homolog on chromosome 11, location
11q24.3, but the prediction failed to predict the end exon at position 129640000.
For feature 5, GENSCAN predicted a gene encoding for 350 amino acids
contained in one exon. When the GENSCAN predicted gene had a BLASTp search ran
on it, the results indicated a conserved domain, the BTB protein. In fact, because we ran
the GENSCAN with the wrong library, GENSCAN split features 2 and 5, which go
together; feature 5 is shown below, which is the missing exon to the ZBT44 gene. Thus,
features 2 and 5 go together and make a real gene.

Figure 11: Blat match for feature 5
Feature 3
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For feature 3, GENSCAN predicted 145 amino acids and 2 exons. After running
BLASTp search, we received several low quality matches. The best match is the
hCG2036988 gene.

Figure 10. BLAST result of feature 3.
Next we compared both the GENSCAN predicted sequence and the hCG2036988
sequence to known human genes by running a BLAT search against the human genome,
but there were no matches found. A possible explanation for this is that someone
predicted an incorrect protein and submitted to Genbank. This incorrect prediction could
have been a failure of RepeatMasker. When we looked into this, we discovered that
Santacruz only searched unmasked regions and we have determined that the Santacruz
RepeatMasker probably masked this feature.
Feature 4
For feature 4, GENSCAN predicted a gene coding for 150 amino acids with 2
exons. When a BLASTp search was run on the predicted protein, the results yielded no
evidence for putative conserved domains, and all of the top BLAST hits relate this feature
to the reverse transcriptase protein. Below are the top hits for the BLASTp search on
NCBI.

After this, the predicted chimp protein sequence as well as the line-1 reverse
transcriptase were used in a BLAT search of the human genome, and there were no
BLAT matches found for either sequence. Due to this, it can be assumed that the
predicted protein is not a gene, but rather it simply matches some element of the reverse
transcriptase protein and was reverse transcripted back into the genome. Again, because
we ran GENSCAN with the Drosophila library, this is most likely some element found in
drosophila that does not belong as a feature in the chimp chunk.
Feature 6
GENSCAN predicted a 233 amino acid long protein for feature 6 with 5 exons.
After running a BLASTp on the predicted feature, it seems that it is related to the DEAD
box protein. DEAD box proteins, characterized by the conserved motif Asp-Glu-Ala-Asp
(DEAD), are putative RNA helicases. They are implicated in a number of cellular
processes involving alteration of RNA secondary structure such as translation initiation,
nuclear and mitochondrial splicing, and ribosome and spliceosome assembly.
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From this information, I conclude that the predicted gene is probably a real gene
with an ATP binding function, or a pseudogene derived from a real gene. Looking
further into the BLAST hits, I note that the DEAD box protein is 660 amino acids in
length, while my predicted gene is only 233. This makes me lean towards pseudogene,
so I ran BLAT for both my unknown feature and the DEAD box protein, and the results
are shown below.

Figure 12: BLAT match for feature 6
It is interesting that there are 5 exons in my feature, but 14 in the dead box
protein. It is even more interesting that the 5 exons are found in the middle of the dead
box protein rather than being on one of the ends. There are exon matches in the middle,
so it is a possibility that those 5 exons were alternatively spliced, and that mRNA with
these five exons was then reverse transcripted back into the genome. Therefore, this
could be a pseudogene that was constructed off an mRNA that got reverse transcripted
back into the original mRNA, which was an alternatively spliced portion of the original
gene. Looking up the DDX18 gene, the dead box gene, there is evidence of alternative
splicing, and more specifically it showed in humans the exon patterns: 4,5,6,8,9, and
9,10,11,13,14. Mine follows the pattern 6,7,9(a), 9(b), 10. My pattern is not the exact
same, but something may have mutated along the way in the CHIMP. I say 9a and 9b
because those two exons in my feature are both on exon 9 from the dead box, a quality
that there is evidence for in humans; the 10th exon in humans gets cut into isoforms,
which is what it appears like in the predicted sequence. It is known that a sequence only
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becomes alternatively spliced if it is a functional element, and since we found this
predicted sequence on Ensembl, we know it is a functional element. In conclusion, this is
probably a pseudogene that was alternatively spliced, then reverse transcripted back into
the genome.
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